www.arefyevstudio.com
from 15.01.2017

Price list AREFYEV Studio
We provide services for mixing and mastering your tracks and albums, as well as a full range of services in the area:
sound production, sound design, professional sound recording, creating custom music tracks modern genres and
styles.

Mastering pro

15 $

Demo-mastering for free!

24 hours

+ extra version – 6 $

MIXING LIGHT
+ free mastering

30 $

Mixing 2-7 tracks

1-3 days

+ 1 track +1.7$ to the
cost

MIXING MEDIUM
+ free mastering

54 $

Mixing 8-21 tracks

2-3 days

+ 1 track +1.7$ to the
cost

4-5 days

+ 1 track +1.7$ to the
cost
+ base music labels
+ autotune

∞

+ remix-pack
+ base music labels
+ autotune
+ USB flash drive in gift

MIXING COMPLEX
+ free mastering

MIXING EXPERT

85 $

from

175 $

Mixing 22-40 tracks

Unlimited number of tracks
in the project

Record live instruments to Your tracks (the prices are without mixing and mastering).
Services are available on full advance payment.
1 batch
acoustics / electric guitar

Solo
acoustics / electric guitar

1 batch
keys
Arrangement
under the order

4$

2 track
(L + R channels)

2-3 days

All the details are agreed
in advance

from 4 $

1 track

2-3 days

All the details are agreed
in advance

4 - 15 $

1-3 track

2-3 days

Price depends on
complexity.

70 $

Styles: pop-rock, metal, numetal, industrial, folk,
experimental, acoustic.

5-10 days

All the details are agreed
in advance

If You are interested in recording instruments not included in the price – please contact us to discuss the details.

STEM MASTERING

22 $

Mastering instrument groups
(to 5 stems)

2-3 days

For example, group: bassdrum, percussion,
instruments, fx, vocals

AUDIO
RESTORATION

1.7 $

Restoration of tape and old
records

2-4 days

1.7 $ - 1 min
10 min – 16 $
next 10 min – 2 $

AUTOTUNE

6$

Correction of vocal height
and duration of the sound

1-2 day

6 $ - 1 track

GHOST PROD.

from
140 $

The price includes: the
music writing + editing

20-30 days

Price of mixing and
mastering depends on the
amount of work

STEMS

8$

a new multi-channel
format «stems».

1-2 day

When ordering
information – let us know
in advance

POST PROD.

Depends on
the amount of
work

Film editing, clip

http://www.arefyevstudio.com/

